
Phobos Pugilists (an Evacuate variant for two players)  
This is a 5house, two-player game with a diminished movement stash and a special occupant piece that 
allows you to circumvent some of the normal movement restrictions. It was inspired by a playtesting 
comment from Scott Myers. I've designed it specifically for when you're looking for a quicker game of 
Evacuate. It's still experimental and unplaytested. If you like these changes from the original game, give it 
a try.  
 
Setup:  
Each player has a single color for their normal occupant pieces, with pieces being put onto the ground 
floor as follows below. Two special queens, each of a different color, represent the pugilists. These are 
well-tested occupant brutes who have survived many Phobos fires. 
Each player places their pugilist on bottom of the stack with their inner pawn. That is on bottom of the 
inner stack furthest from you the side of the row that has your pawn at the top rank. I recommend using 
black for one player and white for the other, but any other colors will do if this is not an option. 
 
Thus the setup arrangement is as follows: 
O1: P1 queen, P1 drone, P2 pawn. 
O2: P1 pugilist, P2 queen, P2 drone, P1 pawn 
O3: P2 pugilist, P1 queen, P1 drone, P2 pawn  
O4: P2 queen, P2 drone, P1 pawn 
The pugilists have the added ability of aggressively opening a lane of movement for piles of occupants.  
 
Special Movement: 

• You may move pyramids in the stack that your own pugilist occupies in either direction 
(regardless of the direction the movement pyramid is normally forced to be placed in). You must 
still place a movement pyramid onto the movement portion of the board, but feel free to place 
them against the position indicated. 

Players may move either pugilist (or any other occupants). However, their special ability only benefits the 
player who owns a given pugilist. 

• When both pugilists occupy the same stack, they cancel each other out, and normal movement 
rules apply. 

• The pugilist pyramid counts toward the ceiling rule and can be evacuated through the exit doors. 
However, once it exits, it does not count toward your point total but is instead added to the 
movement stash of the player who owns it. 

All other rules basic, two-player rules for Evacuate apply. 
 
Winning: 
The first player to reach nine points (or is closest to nine points after all moves are exhausted) wins.  
	  


